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Be a part of the change
It is an exciting time to be a board 

director for an electric cooperative.  
From powering grain-drying to charging 
smart devices and other electronics, 
KEM Electric Cooperative members are 
using more technology and more energy.

We are changing, in part, because 
your needs are changing. The directors 
of KEM Electric are here to ensure we 
provide you with safe, reliable and 
affordable electric service. That is the 
heart of the cooperative business model. 
We do not exist to make a profit; we are 
here to serve our member-owners.

The electric utility industry is changing 
quickly, due to our members’ needs 
changing, technology improving, 
demand for energy growing, and 
lawmakers implementing regulations. 
These are some of the drivers that are 
prompting us to add diversity to the 
energy mix, reduce our carbon footprint, 
and give members options in the way 
they use and pay for energy.

Technology is changing quickly in 
our industry, too. Carbon capture and 
storage projects are being developed 
and making strides, as is battery 

storage. The price of electric vehicles 
is coming down and the number of 
charging stations is growing — even in 
North Dakota. 

Interest in wind and solar generation 
also continues to grow. Instead of 
building miles of power lines to serve 
a remote pasture well or seasonal site, 
we see a time when some members will 
turn to distributed energy, as technology 
and pricing improves. 

As energy and technology develop, 
our members still need reliable electric 
service built with lines and poles. Our 
linemen and support staff are just as 
relevant today as they were 76 years ago 
in meeting our members’ needs.

KEM Electric’s board of directors will 
play a pivotal role in navigating these 
issues and guiding our cooperative into 
the future. Now is the time to think 
about vying for a seat on the board! In 
this quarterly newsletter, learn about 
director duties — and how you can be 
part of the change. n

KEM
Electric Cooperative, Inc.

DIRECTORS:
Victor Wald, Chairman ..........Napoleon
Dean Hummel, Vice Chairman . Hague
Carter Vander Wal, Sec.-Treas . Pollock
John Beck, Director .....................Linton
Dean Dewald, Director .............Dawson
Carmen Essig, Director ..................Lehr
Neil Meidinger, Director ...........Zeeland

MANAGEMENT:
Don Franklund .................Co-GM/CEO
Travis Kupper ...................Co-GM/CEO

Report outages to the following 
toll-free number: 800-472-2673

Hazelton, Linton and Strasburg 
exchanges’ phone number: 
701-254-4666

OFFICE HOURS:
Monday through Friday, 
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Website: kemelectric.com

Email address:
info@kemelectric.com 

Mor-Gran-Sou
Electric Cooperative
Your Touchstone Energy  CooperativeKEM ELECTRIC 

COOPERATIVE, INC.

KEM Electric Cooperative, Inc.,  
is an equal opportunity provider.

Become a fan of KEM Electric Cooperative  
to learn timely co-op news!
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Directors represent your interests
KEM Electric Cooperative is 

overseen by a board of directors 
elected by the member-owners of 
our co-op at the annual meeting. 
Serving as a director from five 
districts and an at-large position, 
each director represents the 
members and is a co-op member.

Directors represent your 
interests. They study changes in 
the electric utility industry and 

determine how they may affect the 
KEM Electric membership.

Directors have a fiduciary 
responsibility to the cooperative. 
Because they are also owners of the 
cooperative, they treat the business 
like their own.

Serving KEM Electric and our area 
communities can be a rewarding 
experience! n

Meet your director: Victor Wald
In this question-and-answer section, Chairman Wald 
answers frequently asked questions about the role directors 
serve in the board room and beyond — and why members 
should consider running for a position on the board.
What are your co-op roots? I 

grew up in the KEM Electric Cooperative 
service area on a dairy farm. I married 
Susan, my high school sweetheart, and 
we are lifetime Logan County residents. 

How long have you served on 
the KEM Electric board? 10 years.

Why did you seek election?  
 I am a person with a very open mind, 
and it sounded challenging. Who 
doesn’t like a challenge? ‘I can always 
quit after one term,’ I told myself. After 
a few months of board meetings, I 
realized the magnitude of the job. It is 
an experience-of-a-lifetime, and I feel 
satisfaction in knowing I am part of 
directing the objectives of my co-op. 

What are the greater 
responsibilities of a board 
member? To make wise decisions for 
our members. They should feel at ease, 
knowing they elected board members 
who look at the big picture and always 
do what is best for the members.

What happens in the board 
room? We eat donuts and drink coffee, 
and between all that, we learn the goals 
of the co-op’s plans: for future loads of 
electricity, or decreases of loads and 
how we, as a board, will keep the co-op 
financially viable with whatever turn the 
industry takes.  

What are some challenges KEM 
faces? Farms are farther and fewer 
between. Yes, they are probably larger,  
but it takes as many poles and miles of 
wire to reach those farms as it bypasses 
those vacant farms, which are now 
merely a set of wires to fill a stock tank.  
Those wires also require maintience, 
and are not a substaintial amount of 
revenue for the cooperative.

What are some short-term 
goals? To help the board and the 
cooperative serve all members in a 
fair and efficient manner. To provide 
affordable and reliable electric services.

VICTOR “CHUCK”

WALD
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What are some long-term goals? We have  
employees who are retiring or close to retirement. We  
need to capture that wealth of knowledge, and transfer it  
to the next generation. 

When you look to the future, what do you see on 
behalf of KEM? Technology is changing at the speed of 
light, and all of it takes power, whether the load is small  
or large. KEM is always up to the challenge of serving  
members’ needs.

Did you know anything about the electric utility 
industry when you were elected to the board? 
I  knew there were poles and wires and transformers. I 
also knew how to call KEM if there was a power outage. It 
has truly been a great experience to also learn the inner 
intracasies of how this great co-op runs.

How did you learn about the industry? The electric 
utility industry is so much more than the color of the trucks, 
or the poles and the wires. I have a passion to learn and 
serve. What I found helpful and was encouraged by our 
board was the national Credentialed Cooperative Director 
program. If directors choose to pursue certification, they 
can take courses that cover director duties and liabilities, 
understanding the electric business board roles and 
relationships, strategic planning and financial decision-
making. We try to encourage every director to do that. 

What is the time commitment required in serving? 
We meet every month, in addition to representing our 
cooperative at other meetings and events. On average, 
there’s about a 30-day per-year commitment in this role to 
do it right.

Once the director education is in place, are there 
opportunities to serve on boards within the electric 
cooperative network? First and foremost, you serve your 
local membership; that’s your primary goal. In addition, 
we are all encouraged to attend everything we can locally 
and within our state. We also have representation on the 
boards for the North Dakota Association of Rural Electric 
Cooperatives, Innovative Energy Alliance Cooperative and 
Maintenance Solutions Cooperative.

Are directors compensated? KEM compensates on a 
per-diem basis. More importantly, this is a servant role. The 
rewards of serving are much greater than the compensation.

What are the travel requirements? Traveling to state 
and national conventions on a volunteer basis is our goal. All 
directors participate equally in meeting attendance through 
a rotation, and we have every director learning. 
 

What is the most import thing our members 
should understand about being a board member?  
We represent members of all different backgrounds and 
needs. When you check your hat at the board door, we 
serve everybody. If you have desires other than that, I would 
discourage you from serving because you are there to serve 
every member, fairly and equally.

How do you promote KEM as a director once  
you are elected? We are directors 24/7. Part of what we 
are charged to do is to be that face of the community.  
We are there to listen to our members’ feedback, and  
take that to management or direct patrons where to go.  
It’s all grassroots. We have the privilege of being one of 
those roots.

Tell members about the team effort it takes to 
keep KEM moving forward. The board works as a team 
at KEM. The directors are there to serve the function of 
fiduciary responsibility, and set future goals and objectives. 
It’s the management and staff, whether it be customer 
service or line workers; all those folks do the heavy lifting 
who make it worthwhile. Without them, no cooperative 
could function. It comes down to having great teamwork, 
and for a team that can trust its management and directors, 
and vice versa. We have that trust and it is awesome.

For information on the nomination process or 
candidate forms, call 701-254-4666 or 800-472-2673; 
read the March local pages of North Dakota Living;  

email info@kemelectric.com; or visit  
www.kemelectric.com. Petitions are due May 4. 

Nominations will also be accepted from the  
floor during the annual meeting.

Interested in serving?
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KEM Electric Board of Directors

As a member of the cooperative and community, you 
have a perspective that is valuable – and we invite you to 
share it. The annual meeting is where you will vote for new 
board members who will represent you – the members of 
the co-op. Board members are local consumers, like you. 

Also at the annual meeting, members learn cooperative 

priorities and challenges, the financial health of our 
organization and priorities for years to come. 

The annual meeting is an opportunity to visit with  
you and receive your feedback and perspective, so  
please plan to attend on Thursday, June 18, 2020, at  
Napoleon Public School. n

Victor (Chuck) Wald
Chairman
District 4

Dean Hummel
Vice Chairman

At-Large

Carter Vander Wal
Secretary/Treasurer

District 2

See you at the annual meeting

John Beck
Director
District 1

Neil Meidinger
Director
District 3

Dean Dewald
Director
District 5

Carmen Essig
Director
At-Large

# 433

P.O. Box 790
Linton, ND 58552-0790

KEM
Electric Cooperative, Inc.
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